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Abstract—Two key traits of 5G cellular networks are much
higher base station (BS) densities – especially in the case of
low-power BSs – and the use of massive MIMO at these BSs.
This paper explores how massive MIMO can be used to jointly
maximize the offloading gains and minimize the interference
challenges arising from adding small cells. We consider two
interference management approaches: joint transmission (JT)
with local precoding, where users are served simultaneously
by multiple BSs without requiring channel state information
exchanges among cooperating BSs, and resource blanking,
where some macro BS resources are left blank to reduce the
interference in the small cell downlink. A key advantage offered
by massive MIMO is channel hardening, which enables to
predict instantaneous rates a priori. This allows us to develop
a unified framework, where resource allocation is cast as a net-
work utility maximization (NUM) problem, and to demonstrate
large gains in cell-edge rates based on the NUM solution. We
propose an efficient dual subgradient based algorithm, which
converges towards the NUM solution. A scheduling scheme
is also proposed to approach the NUM solution. Simulations
illustrate more than 2x rate gain for 10th percentile users vs.
an optimal association without interference management.

I. INTRODUCTION

Smart densification & heterogeneity in base station (BS)
deployments and massive MIMO are considered as two of the
most important technologies in 5G cellular systems [1–3].1

The massive MIMO regime is the setting when the number
of antennas at a BS is significantly larger than the number of
users that are simultaneously served by the BS [4–6]. In this
paper, various aspects such as user association, load balanc-
ing, scheduling and interference management are considered
for future networks with massive MIMO deployments where
these technologies are adapted together.
A. Motivation and Related Work

Conventionally, mobile user equipments (UEs) are served
by the BS providing the largest signal-to-interference-plus-
noise ratio (SINR) or the largest received power [7] –
called max-SINR association in this paper. In heterogeneous
networks (HetNets), however, different types of BSs can
have large disparities in transmit power, so a max-SINR
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1As higher-frequency spectrum being available, large arrays become
practical even for small cells. For example, at 3.5GHz band, a 36-antenna (ar-
ranged on a square grid at half-wavelength separation) can be implemented
on a 26cm × 26cm surface. The required implementation area would be
smaller as the carrier frequency becomes higher.

association results in heavily congested macrocell BSs and
lightly loaded low-power small cell BSs. This results in a
very inefficient use of available time-frequency resources,
and strongly motivates load balancing, which in effect means
pushing some UE traffic onto lightly loaded small cells even
if it requires reducing their SINRs by many dBs [8].

Load Balancing. Several approaches have been used to
study load balancing in HetNets, including stochastic geom-
etry [9, 10], game theory [11] and system-level simulations
[12, 13]. Meanwhile, in industry, proactive load balancing is
accomplished by biasing UE association towards the small
cells [12, 13].2 Our initial study on load balancing [14]
formulated a network utility maximization (NUM) problem
for user association in HetNets with single-antenna BSs,
where resources are equally allocated among users in the
same cell. The equal resource allocation can be suboptimal
if the user associations happen on a much slower time scale
than the channel variations. In general, the user association
and scheduling (resource allocation) problems are coupled,
and it is quite difficult to jointly optimize them.

Massive MIMO. A key benefit of massive MIMO is
that the extra diversity afforded by the large antenna array
averages out the fast fading, and thus the instantaneous rate
stabilizes to the long-term mean which changes on slow time
scales. As shown in [15], the instantaneous rates can be
predicted with peak-rate proxies, which are independent of
scheduled instances. This property allows the decoupling of
user association and scheduling, which is exploited to achieve
near-optimal load balancing in massive MIMO HetNets with
cellular transmission (where data for each user is transmitted
from a single BS) [15].

Coordinated multi-point transmission. MIMO tech-
niques also provide the option of serving a user at high
rates from multiple BSs – referred to as coordinated multi-
point transmission (CoMP), which is proposed as one of the
core features in LTE-Advanced [16–18]. The set of BSs that
cooperatively serve the same user is referred in this paper
as a BS cluster. Paper [19] studies how to determine the BS
clusters, while [20–26] investigate jointly optimized designs
involving some of the following aspects: BS cluster selection,
beamforming (e.g., coordinated beamforming and joint trans-
missions), user scheduling and power allocation. In studies
such as [23–26], the complexity of proposed algorithms can
become prohibitive as number of antennas increases. On the

2Biasing refers to artificially adding a bias value (e.g., 10 dB) to received
signal power from small cell layer at UEs.
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other hand, an efficient suboptimal precoder for the single-
cell scenario with large antenna arrays is proposed in [23].

Resource Blanking. As the macrocells that users are
offloaded from now become strong interferers for these
offloaded users, the increased interference eats into the gains
offered by load balancing. This motivates us to jointly con-
sider user association and interference management. Besides
CoMP, another popular interference management approach is
to leave some macro resource blocks (RBs) blank, similar to
enhanced intercell interference coordination (eICIC) in 3GPP
[27]. The key difference between RB blanking in our work
and eICIC is that eICIC focuses on the time domain, while
in this work blanking is applied in both time and frequency
domains. We call the RBs where macro BSs are muted the
blank RBs, while the rest of RBs are called normal RBs.
Several works have considered the joint problem of user
association and RB blanking. For example, [28, 29] proposes
a dynamic approach adapting the muting duty cycle to load
variations, while [30–34] consider a more static approach.

For general multi-cell massive MIMO HetNets, the joint
optimization of user association and interference manage-
ment including joint transmission and resource blanking
is still an open issue. In this work, we combine various
aspects of resource allocation and interference management
including resource blanking, joint transmission, association,
user scheduling, etc. for massive MIMO deployments. We
focus on a distributed-MIMO form of CoMP, which allows
local precoding at each BS and does not require channel
state information (CSI) exchanges among cooperating BSs
[35]. We call this specific form of CoMP as Local Joint
Transmission (LJT). LJT allows us to develop a systematic
resource allocation approach for CoMP (including cellular
transmission as a special case). Other interference manage-
ment approaches (e.g. [36]) can also be adopted at the cost
of additional complexity and overheads (e.g., schemes with
joint precoding as discussed in [18]), but such designs are
beyond the scope of this paper.

Cross-layer Optimization. To study the joint user associ-
ation and interference management problem, we propose to
use the cross-layer optimization approach, aiming to improve
the rate distribution, particularly the cell-edge performance.
Cross-layer optimization is quite popular in the study of
resource allocation (see, e.g., [37, 38] and references therein).
Among these, besides studies with disjoint clusters (i.e.,
each BS belongs to at most one cluster on any RB), e.g.
[22], user-specific clusters with overlapping BSs have also
been considered [39, 40]. At any scheduling instant, the
cluster formation method we consider can be described using
“Dynamic Cooperation Clusters (DCC)” concept of [39].
An important difference between works following the DCC
scheme [39] and our work resides in the selection of which
BSs serve which users (which also inherently specify active
clusters at an RB). For the former case, this selection is
based on instantaneous channel gains between users and BSs
as in [40]. In particular, the resource allocation in [39, 40]
(consisting of as precoding design, scheduling and power
allocation) is done at each RB to optimize, for example,

instantaneous user rates for some utility function. On the
other hand, in our setting massive MIMO rate hardening
allows us to allocate resources over many RBs to optimize
a utility function over long-term user rates. Thus, the BS
cluster selection for each user is determined as a result of load
balancing and resource allocation across many RBs, which
are performed ahead of time at a much coarser time scale
than an individual-RB time scale. We then present scheduling
policies at a finer time scale (i.e., RB level) to approach the
optimized (coarser time scale) resource allocation.3

B. Contributions and Organization
In this paper, we present a novel framework for the joint

optimization of user association and interference manage-
ment in massive MIMO HetNets, resulting in the following
main contributions.

A unified NUM problem. By exploiting the predictable
instantaneous rate, user association and scheduling problems
can be decoupled, allowing us in Sec. IV to formulate a
unified convex optimization problem for resource allocation
with both LJT and RB blanking. Note that in the considered
LJT, the clusters are user-specific (i.e., different users can be
served by different clusters). The formulated NUM problem
can also be applied to scenarios where some bandwidth
resources are explicitly reserved for macro or small cell
operation, while some resources are reserved for being shared
by both layers. As an extension of [15], the optimal solutions
can always be realized by a suitably designed scheduler when
blanking is used in cellular transmission. On the other hand,
with LJT, we show that there exist some solutions that are not
implementable. Naturally, the solution of the NUM problem
– called the NUM solution – upper bounds the network
performance and can serve as a useful benchmark.

Dual subgradient based algorithm. Sec. V presents an
efficient algorithm based on the dual sub-gradient method,
which converges towards the optimal dual variables. As the
objective function is not strictly convex, it is difficult to get
the optimal primal variables given optimal dual variables.
Exploring the solution structure, we formulate a small-size
linear program (LP) to get the optimal primal variables.

Simple scheduling scheme to approach the NUM so-
lution. Note that the NUM solution provides the desirable
resource allocation at a coarser time scale. In Sec. VI, we
further present scheduling policies at a finer time scale (i.e.
RB level), which target approaching the optimized resource
allocation in the long term.

Simulations4 in Sec. VII show that the proposed harmo-
nized CoMP/cellular operation can provide significant gains
with respect to cellular-only massive MIMO operation [15],
especially for cell-edge users. For example, the rate of bottom
(10th percentile) users in our setup is about 2.2× with
respect to the optimal user association without interference
management, which itself is much larger than the max-
SINR association. Also, the utility provided by the proposed

3In this paper similar to [29], we also consider resource allocation over
two different time scales. [29] exploits the sparsity of the interference graph
of the HetNet topology to overcome the complex coupling between user
scheduling and RB blanking.

4Some of these results are also published in [41].
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TABLE I
NOTATION SUMMARY

Notation Description
Bm, Bs, B, U set of macro BSs, small cell BSs, all BSs,

UEs, respectively
Mj number of antennas at BS j
Pj transmit power of BS j
Gj channel matrix between BS j and its users
gkj channel vector between BS j and UE k
gkj,i, hkj,i channel, fast fading between ith antenna of

BS j and UE k, respectively
βkj slow fading between BS j and UE k
fkj precoder of BS j for UE k
wk, σ

2 AWGN, variance of AWGN, respectively
L cluster size
Sj number of users that can be simultaneously

served by BS j in cellular transmission
Sj(L) number of users that can be simultaneously

served by BS j in cluster of size L
A operation option
B(A) set of active BSs in operation A
L

(A)
max maximal cluster size in operation A

C cluster index
UC set of users served by cluster C
yk(t) received signal at UE k on RB t
sk transmitted signal for UE k

r
(A)
kC instantaneous rate of user k from cluster C

in Band-A in massive MIMO regime
x
(A)
kC activity fraction of UE k from cluster C in

Band-A
Rk long-term rate of UE k
µA fraction of RBs allocated to Band-A
λAL fraction of RBs allocated to size-L clusters

in Band-A
x̃
(A)
kC approximate activity fraction by unique as-

sociation
C∗(k) the cluster that serves UE k in the unique

association
αk the desired fraction of resources for UE k

in the considered band
R̃k assumed rate for the VQ scheduling, where

R̃k = 1/αk

Amax, V sufficiently large parameters in VQ schedul-
ing scheme

Qk(t), Ak(t) VQ length, arrival rate of UE k in VQ
scheduling scheme, respectively

ρ a tunable parameter to characterize how
many users the BSs can schedule simulta-
neously

scheduling scheme is within 90% of the utility provided by
the NUM solution.

For convenience, the key notation in this paper is summa-
rized in Table I-B.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this paper, we focus on best-effort traffic and consider
downlink (DL) transmission in a HetNet with J BSs and
K single-antenna users. We let j ∈ B = {1, 2, . . . , J} and
k∈U={1, 2, . . . ,K} denoted the indices of BSs and users,
respectively. Without loss of generality, we focus on two-tier
HetNets comprising a macro layer and a small-cell layer,

such as the one considered in Fig. 1. Letting Bm and Bs
be the set of macro and small cell BSs, respectively, the BSs
belonging to Bm and Bs can differ in terms of transmit power,
size, density, and number of antennas [1]. The number of
antennas at BS j is denoted by Mj with Mj � 1. We assume
time division duplex (TDD) operation with reciprocity-based
CSI acquisition [4, 42]. Hence, each user sends a single
uplink (UL) pilot to train multiple nearby BSs. In contrast
to feedback-based CSI acquisition, this enables the training
of large antenna arrays with overhead proportional to the
number of simultaneously served users. Moreover, it enables
CoMP with practical CSI acquisition overheads. We also
assume a block-fading channel model where the channel
coefficients remain constant within each RB [4, 5, 42, 43].

With massive MIMO, a subset of users are scheduled (or,
in other words, active) on each RB. Various transmission
schemes in terms of BS-cluster options are possible with
this setup as shown in Fig. 1. At one extreme is cellular
transmission shown in Fig. 1(a), where the coded data for
any given active user is transmitted from a single BS and
each BS manages interference only to the users it serves.
This corresponds to having |B| many disjoint clusters of
size 1. Fig. 1(c) shows the other extreme, Global Joint
Transmission (ideal/full CoMP) where all BSs serve and
coordinate interference to all active users in the network. In
this case there is a single cluster serving all users. Other
transmission schemes with cluster options in between these
two extremes are also possible. DCC [39] can be used
to describe any of these transmission schemes. Fig. 1(b)
shows the scheme considered in this work where BS-clusters
are user-specific. According to this scheme, different active
users can be served simultaneously by different potentially
overlapping clusters.

CoMP has some well-known advantageous over cellular
transmission:
(1) Performance gain at the cell edge: The beamforming
(BF) gain becomes intra-cluster BF gain in CoMP, as the
same coded data is transmitted from all BSs serving the user.
Similarly, the intra-cell interference mitigation is extended
across the cluster of BSs by which the user is served. As a
result, the performance gain can be realized at the cell edge.
(2) Low training overhead: A single UL pilot from a user
can be received at all nearby BS antennas, whether these are
in the same or different locations. Thus, the CSI acquisition
between a user and nearby BSs need not incur additional
overheads with respect to cellular transmission in the TDD
system. The total number of users that can served by the
system depends on the number of available UL pilots, and
it should be the same regardless of cellular or CoMP if the
UL pilots in cellular transmission and CoMP are the same.

A major disadvantage of the general CoMP [18, 44, 45]
is that it incurs additional overhead compared to cellular
transmission for CSI exchanges among cooperating BSs. To
overcome this challenge, we focus on schemes that perform
local precoding at each BS: The user beams (i.e., precoding
vectors) at any RB for any BS j are designed as if BS j was
in cellular multi-user (MU)-MIMO transmission over all the
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BS 1 BS 2 

BS 3 

UE 1 UE 3 UE 2 UE 4 

(a) Cellular (b) Local Joint Transmission (c) Global Joint Transmission
Fig. 1. Various MIMO transmission schemes. Color of the beam serving a user indicates where the CSI used for precoding is obtained. For both cellular
and local joint transmission, beams are the same color with the BS they are emitted from because in these cases precoding is done only using locally
obtained CSI. On the other hand with global joint transmission beams are precoded jointly using CSI from all BSs hence the beams are gray colored.

users it serves. All BSs serving a user transmit the same
coded data stream to the user [35]. Each BS transmits the
stream on a beam that is (independently) designed for the
users at that BS. For instance, the beam with Linear Zero
forcing Beamforming (LZFBF) for each user served by BS j
is chosen within the null space of the channels of all the other
users served by BS j, no matter whether there are additional
BSs serving the user on the same RB or not. Due to local
precoding, BS j only needs CSI between the users it serves
and its own antennas to generate the user beams. Hence, the
challenge of costly CSI exchanges between BSs is eliminated.

In contrast to full CoMP5, with local precoding of the form
depicted in Fig. 1(b), the instantaneous rate is independent
of the other active users’ channels and only depends on
the power allocation for user streams served by the BS.
By allocating BS power equally across the set of active
users6 and fixing the scheduling set sizes for BSs belong to
common BS clusters, the instantaneous rate can be predicted
a priori and independently of the other active-user set,
thereby substantially reducing the complexity of the resource
allocation problem.

In this work, we restrict our attention to a small set of
predefined possible scheduling set sizes, while how to select
these sizes depend on many factors (e.g., number of antennas
at the BSs, network deployment, etc.) and we leave the study
to future work. Due to the fact that an uplink user-pilot trains
all antennas at nearby BSs, we assume BSs that serving users

5With general CoMP schemes (e.g., cluster ZFBF transmission), the
instantaneous rate that is provided to a user by a cluster of BSs is also
a function of the identity (and in fact the large-scale channel coefficients) of
the set of the other users scheduled for cluster transmission with the user,
and can thus vary from slot to slot depending on the scheduling set [45].
As a result, in contrast to the LJT schemes we consider (whereby a user’s
instantaneous rate is independent of the identity of the active users in the
slot), general CoMP schemes are not amenable to the load balancing and
scheduling techniques presented in this work.

6Power allocation is a thoroughly studied topic in the context of MIMO in
general (see, e.g. [46]). With large antenna arrays, massive MIMO systems
are able to get substantially better SINRs even without considering any
power allocation optimization. For example, [45] considers equal power
allocation while Marzetta in his pioneering work [4] allocates power to
users proportional to their channel gains, which is in the reverse direction
of typical power allocation in the context of a fairness criterion (whereby
more power is typically allocated at the cell-edge). Following this trend in
massive MIMO and considering the high complexity of power allocation
optimization, we consider equal active user-stream power allocation at each
BS. This approach simplifies the parametrization of peak-rate calculations
in Section III and yields the convex NUM formulation in Section IV.

at larger-size clusters (during a given scheduling slot) can
schedule a larger number of users in the same slot than
BSs serving users at smaller-size clusters or with cellular
transmission. We thus let the size of scheduling set of any
BS j depend on the size of the cluster including BS j. To
avoid ambiguity on the scheduling set size of different BSs
in the same BS cluster, we enforce the following condition:
All users served by a given BS j are served in clusters of
the same size on a given RB. This constraint ensures that
overlapping clusters on any RB are of the same size. Let
Sj denote the number of users that can be simultaneously
served by BS j in the cellular transmission. We summarized
the properties of the specific form of LJT considered in this
work in the following definition:

Definition 1. Admissible Local Joint Transmission
Schemes (ALJTSs): An ALJTS schedules users for trans-
mission on a sequence of RBs, and satisfies the following on
each RB:
(1) All users served by a given BS j are served in BS clusters

of the same size L, for some L ≥ 1;
(2) BS j in BS clusters of size L serves at most Sj(L) users

with Sj ≤ Sj(L) ≤ LSj and Mj � Sj(L)7;
(3) The user beams (i.e., precoding vectors) at BS j are

designed as if BS j were performing cellular multi-user
(MU)-MIMO transmission over (at most) Sj(L) users;

(4) All BSs serving an active user transmit the same coded
data stream to the user. Each BS transmits this user
stream on a beam that is (independently) designed for
this user at that BS.

(5) Any BS j share its transmit power Pj equally among the
users it serves.

As explained in Sec. III, the properties of ALJTS enable
us to decouple the scheduling and load balancing problems,
since the instantaneous rates depend only on the serving BS
cluster and are predictable a priori based on the given Sj(L).

To illustrate these principles, we give LJT examples that
obey these rules in Table II, involving clusters of sizes 1 (i.e.,
cellular transmission) and 2. Four BSs are considered with
Pj = 1, Sj(1) = 2 and Sj(2) = 3. As the table reveals, each

7In this work, the Sj ’s and Sj(L)’s are assumed to be predefined
parameters. Their impact on performance (and their choice) in practice
depends on many factors (e.g., available UL pilot dimensions per RB for
training in the network, spatial pilot reuse, network deployment, etc.).
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TABLE II
EXAMPLE OF RBS ENABLED BY LJT OVER 4 BSS.

RB BS 1 BS 2 BS 3 BS 4
Cluster Size 1 1 1 1

#1 User Power 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2
Served Users 1,2 3,4 5,6 7,8
Cluster Size 2 2 2 2

#2 User Power 1/3 1/3 1/3 1/3
Served Users 1,2,3 1,2,3 4,5,6 4,5,6
Cluster Size 2 2 2 2

#3 User Power 1/3 1/3 1/3 1/3
Served Users 1,2,3 1,4,5 2,4,6 3,5,6
Cluster Size 2 2 1 1

#4 User Power 1/3 1/3 1/2 1/2
Served Users 1,2,3 1,2,3 4,5 6,7

BS on RB #1 engages in cellular transmission. On RB #2,
pairs of BSs perform LJT with each BS pair serving a triplet
of users. RBs #3 and #4 provide additional, more interesting
modes. On RB #3, no user is served by the same cluster. On
RB #4, BSs 1 and 2 serve users in clusters of size 2, while
BSs 3 and 4 serve users in cellular transmission. Note that
if orthogonal pilots are used, (at least) 8, 6, 6 and 7 uplink
pilot dimensions (1 dimension per user) are needed to enable
RBs #1, #2, #3 and #4, respectively. Evidently, the choice of
scheduled user sizes Sj(L) signifies how aggressively pilots
are reused across the network (e.g., Sj for fully reused pilots
and LSj for orthogonal pilots). Inspection of Table II reveals
that the first ALJTS property can be satisfied either if all
clusters at an RB are of the same size (RBs #1,2,3) or if
different size clusters are disjoint across BSs (RB #4).

Depending on the availability of bands and the preferences
of the operator, in 5G HetNets, different groups of BSs
might be allowed to jointly transmit in clusters across groups
of RBs (e.g., across different frequency bands). Each such
combination of BS clusters is considered separately as a
distinct entity in the resource allocation problem. Given the
set of BSs B in the network, there are 2|B|−1 many possible
different entity/operation options. Although in principle it
is straightforward to take into account all these different
options, for simplicity and considering the general interest
in 5G HetNet deployments, we focus only on the follow-
ing options: 1) macro and small cell layers may operate
together; 2) only the macro layer operates; 3) only the small
cell layer operates. We call these 3 different operations as
shared, macro-only and blanking operations, respectively.
Let A ∈ {1, 2, 3} denote the operation type, where A = 1,
A = 2 and A = 3 denote shared, macro-only and blanking
operations, respectively. Let RBs allocated to operation A
form Band-A, and the set of BSs that can transmit in Band-
A be B(A). We have the following cases:
1) A= 1: shared operation is considered, where macro and
small cell BSs can both transmit, i.e., B(1) =B. In this band,
clusters can be formed by BSs from different layers.
2) A= 2: macro-only operation is considered for this band,

and only macros can transmit, i.e., B(2) =Bm.
3) A= 3: blanking is applied to this band, where all of the
macro BSs are muted, i.e., B(3) =Bs.8

Different resource allocations among operations refer to
different scenarios. For example, scenarios with A ∈ {2, 3}
correspond to cases where orthogonal RBs are allocated to
macro and small cells, while scenarios with A∈ {1, 3} can
be applied to cases with eICIC. In some scenarios, resource
allocation among operations can be fixed a priori. In more
flexible scenarios, resource allocation among operations can
be a part of the optimization problem. Our formulation in
Sec. IV can be applied to both cases.

To show how these different transmission operations of
practical interest can be considered within our specific LJT,
we give a small example in Table III. As different bands may
prefer different cluster sizes, we consider clusters up to size
L
(A)
max in Band-A. Then the potential BS clusters that can be

active in this band is given by the subsets of B(A) with size
less than or equal to L(A)

max.9 Table III is extended from Table
II by adding the macro BS (BS #5) and considering other
BSs as small cell BSs, i.e., Bm = {5} and Bs = {1, 2, 3, 4}.
Assume L(1)

max = 2, L
(2)
max = 1 and L

(3)
max = 2 in this example.

RBs b and d are in Band-1 (shared operation), RB e is in
Band-2 (macro only operation), and RBs a and c are in
Band-3 (blanking operation). In RB b, each BS is performing
cellular transmission, while RB d considers clusters of size 2
including both macro and small cell BSs. In RB e, the macro
BS (BS #5) serves users via cellular transmission. In RBs a
and c, only small cells serve users while the macro BS is
muted. In fact, clusters in RBs a and c are the same as in
RBs #1 and #3 in Table II, respectively.

Remark 1. For any band, potential BS clusters are given
by subsets (of appropriate size) of the active BS set on
that band. As noted earlier, some subsets can be eliminated
given the topology and constraints in the network. At the
scheduling slot scale, the active BS clusters are determined
by the scheduler that is operated by the central controller.
Fig. 2 provides a flow diagram for the interactions between
different entities, such as BSs, users and central controller
and includes a load balancing and a scheduling unit. These
interactions between different entities and the processing per-
formed within different entities are discussed in the Sections
III, VI and VII.

III. INSTANTANEOUS AND LONG-TERM RATES

In this section, we provide proxy expressions for instan-
taneous rates and long-term rates (throughput) with either

8In general, blanking can be applied to only a subset of of macro
BSs. In fact, [29] has shown gains compared to blanking all macro BSs.
Our formulation can include partial blanking by considering new operation
options. To simplify the exposition, in this work we confine ourselves to
blanking all of the macro BSs.

9Many of these clusters are not necessary. For example, clusters between
BSs that are geographically distant are not necessary to consider, as in a
practical system no user would be assigned to these clusters. This type of
practical observations can eliminate many cluster options for all RBs. In the
following, to avoid cumbersome notation, while listing potential clusters, we
only use the cluster size and the active BS set of the corresponding band to
describe potential BS clusters.
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TABLE III
EXAMPLE OF RBS ENABLED BY ALJTS OVER 4 SMALL CELL BSS (BSS

1-4) AND 1 MACRO BS (BS 5).

RB BS 1 BS 2 BS 3 BS 4 BS 5
Cluster Size 1 1 1 1 -

a User Power 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 -
Served Users 1,2 3,4 5,6 7,8 -
Cluster Size 1 1 1 1 1

b User Power 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2
Served Users 1,2 3,4 5,6 7,8 9,10
Cluster Size 2 2 2 2 -

c User Power 1/3 1/3 1/3 1/3 -
Served Users 1,2,3 1,4,5 2,4,6 3,5,6 -
Cluster Size 2 2 2 2 2

d User Power 1/3 1/3 1/3 1/2 1/3
Served Users 1,2,3 1,4,5 2,4,6 3,7 5,6,7
Cluster Size - - - - 1

e User Power - - - - 1/2
Served Users - - - - 1,2

Load Balancer Scheduler 

Central Controller 

BS BS BS BS 

UE UE UE UE UE UE UE 

( Activity Fractions ) 

UE Peak Rates 
Schedule 

Information 

UL Pilots 
DL Data 

Transmission 

Resource 

Allocation 

Fig. 2. Given the resource allocation done by the load balancer at the
central controller, the scheduling is done at the scheduler unit in the central
controller as shown in Fig. 2.

LZFBF or Maximum Ratio Transmission (MRT, aka Conju-
gate Beamforming). We denote the transpose and conjugate
transpose of matrices by (·)T and (·)H , respectively.

On a generic RB t, we let gkj,i =
√
βkjhkj,i be the chan-

nel between the ith transmit antenna of BS j and any user
k, and it includes both slow fading βkj and fast fading hkj,i.
The slow fading βkj characterizes the combined effect of
distance-based path loss and location-based shadowing. Let
Kj(t) be the set of users served by BS j and Sj(t) = |Kj(t)|
denote the number of users scheduled by BS j on RB t.
The channel matrix between BS j and its active users (the
users scheduled by this BS at this RB) is denoted by Gj ,
where the dimension of Gj is Mj×Sj(t). The mth column
of Gj corresponds to the channel of user k = kj(m) for
some k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K}. That is, for a given m we have
[Gj ]im = gkj,i, with k = kj(m). This expression can also be
interpreted in terms of the inverse mapping m = mj(k), that
is, for a given m we have [Gj ]im = gkj,i, with m = mj(k).

We assume each link experiences independent Rayleigh
fading, i.e., hkj = [hkj,1, · · · , hkj,Mj

]T are complex Gaus-

sian i.i.d. random variables.10 We let Fj denote the precoding
matrix at BS j with dimension Mj×Sj(t), whose mth column
fmj is the beam (i.e., the precoding vector) for the mth user
of BS j, i.e., the user whose channel to the BS is given by the
m-th column of Gj . The signal symbol of user k is denoted
by sk, where sk has unit energy. The thermal noise at user
k is denoted by wk, which is assumed to be additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) with variance σ2.

We consider a scheduling policy on RBs {1, 2, · · · , T} and
assume that all the large-scale coefficients stay fixed within
this period. Any such scheduling policy can be described in
terms of the scheduling sets {UC(t);∀C,∀t ∈ {1, 2 · · · , T}},
where UC(t) denotes the set of users served by cluster C on
RB t and ∀C denotes all possible cluster options considered
for all bands taking into account active BS sets, cluster sizes
and possible cluster selections/eliminations. Without loss of
generality, we assume that RB t is in Band-A and C⊂B(A).
Thus, the received signal at user k ∈ UC(t) on RB t is

yk(t) =
∑
j∈C

√
Pj

Sj(|C|)
gkj(t)

Hfmj(k)j(t)sk︸ ︷︷ ︸
desired

+
∑
j∈C

∑
u∈∪(C′:j∈C′)UC′ (t), u 6=k

√
Pj

Sj(|C|)
gkj(t)

Hfmj(u)j(t)su︸ ︷︷ ︸
intra-cluster interference

+
∑
l/∈C

∑
u∈∪(C′:l∈C′)UC′ (t)

√
Pl

Sl(|C′|)
gkl(t)

Hfm`(u)l(t)su︸ ︷︷ ︸
inter-cluster interference

+ wk︸︷︷︸
noise

.

(1)
Adopting LZFBF, the precoding matrix at BS j is Fj =

Gj

(
GH
j Gj

)−1
A

1/2
j , where Aj is the normalizing coeffi-

cients matrix. Specifically, Aj is a Sj(L) × Sj(L) diag-
onal matrix with the kth diagonal element being ak,k =

1[
(GH

j Gj)
−1
]
k,k

, where [
(
GH
j Gj

)−1
]k,k denotes the kth row

and kth column element of the matrix
(
GH
j Gj

)−1
. In this

case, the intra-cluster interference is 0. With MRT, the
precoding matrix at BS j is Fj with the mth column being
fmj=

gkj(m)j

‖gkj(m)j‖
. Note that the set of interfering BSs depends

on the operation band.

10The instantaneous user-rate expressions in this paper assume no spa-
tial correlation in the user channels. In principle, instantaneous user-rate
expressions can be developed for spatially correlated user channels with
a given spatial correlation structure by using the method of deterministic
equivalent [5]. The framework presented in Secs. IV–VI, however, is not
directly applicable with spatially correlated user channels, since a user’s
instantaneous rate would in general depend on the spatial correlation of the
other scheduled user channels. Although beyond the scope of this paper,
extensions involving spatially correlated user channels is an area worth
further investigation.
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A. Instantaneous Rate

In this paper, we assume that each BS has available
perfect CSI regarding the user terminals it serves.11 Let
Sj denote the number of users served by BS j in cellular
transmission, with Sj � Mj . Under mild assumptions on
fading, the user instantaneous rates on RB t, rkj(t), can
be predicted a priori in the massive MIMO regime [15]. In
particular, there exist deterministic quantities {rkj} such that
rkj(t)

a.s.→ rkj , ∀k ∈ U and ∀j ∈ B, as Mj , Sj →∞, with
fixed vj=Sj/Mj≥0 [4, 5, 42]. This convergence is very fast
with respect to Mj’s. Unlike general CoMP, where a user’s
instantaneous rate depends on the other users co-scheduled on
the same RB [45], the ALJTS makes a user’s instantaneous
rate independent of the other users in the scheduling set.
Let r(A)

kC (t) be the instantaneous rate of user k from cluster
C on RB t in Band-A. There exist deterministic quantities
{r(A)
kC } such that r(A)

kC (t)
a.s.→ r

(A)
kC as Mj , Sj(|C|)→∞ with

vj=Sj(|C|)/Mj≥0, ∀j ∈ C.
Using the techniques in [45, 47], we can show that the

approximate instantaneous rate of user k from cluster C ⊂
B(A) in Band-A using LZFBF is

r
(A)
kC = log2

(
1 +

∑
j∈C

∑
l∈C
√
PjPlβkjβklbj(|C|)bl(|C|)

σ2 +
∑
l/∈C,l∈B(A) Plβkl

)
,

(2)
where bj(a) =

Mj−Sj(a)+1
Sj(a)

. Similarly, the approximate
instantaneous rate of user k from cluster C in Band-A using
MRT is

r
(A)
kC = log2

1 +

∑
j∈C

∑
l∈C

√
PjPlMjMlβkjβkl
Sj(|C|)Sl(|C|)

σ2 + IkC +
∑
l/∈C,l∈B(A) Plβkl

 , (3)

where IkC =
∑
j∈C

(Sj(|C|)−1)
Sj(|C|) Pjβkj is the non-zero intra-

cluster interference. Clearly, r(A)
kC =0 if C 6⊂B(A).

Eqs. (2) and (3) assume that ∀j ∈C, BS j serves Sj(|C|)
users and allocates Pj

Sj(|C|) fraction of its power to each user.
In cases that fewer users are served by one of the BSs, (2)
and (3) represent achievable lower-bound instantaneous rates.

It is worth noting that LJT provides instantaneous-rate
improvements at the cell-edge with respect to cellular, as
it replaces the intra-cell BF gain provided by the cellular
schemes with intra-cluster BF gain. Also, given that macro
BSs do not transmit in Band-3 (i.e., the blanking operation),
users in small cells benefit from larger SINRs in Band-3, as
there is no interference from macro BSs to small cell users.

B. Long-term Rates

As discussed in [15], users can be served (at distinct
scheduling instances) by more than one BS in massive MIMO
networks in cellular transmission. Similarly, users can be
served by different clusters on different RBs in ALJTS. Let
x
(A)
kC = limT→∞

|{t:1≤t≤T, k∈U(A)
C (t), t in Band-A}|
T denote the

activity fraction of user k to cluster C in Band-A, that is,

11Massive MIMO rate calculations for general CoMP setting with prac-
tical TDD UL training for CSI acquisition can be found in [45]. The
instantaneous rate expression in this manuscript can be updated accordingly
taking into account the pilot contamination term and the training overhead
as a special case of [45]. This was done for the cellular case in [15].

the fraction of resources allocated by cluster C to user k in
Band-A. The activity fraction x(A)

kC is a real number showing
the fraction of RBs (averaged over many slots within which
the load balancing is considered) where user-k is served by
cluster-C in Band-A. If x(A)

kC >0, user k is served by cluster C
in Band-A. We obtain the long-term rate similar to [15], using
instantaneous rates and activity fractions from the scheduling
policy. In particular, in the limit T →∞, the long-term rate
of user k equals12

Rk =
3∑

A=1

∑
C:C⊂B(A)

|C|≤L(A)
max

x
(A)
kC r

(A)
kC . (4)

IV. UNIFIED NUM PROBLEM FORMULATION

While ALJTS allows for varying cluster sizes within an
RB as revealed in Table II, in the sequel we specialize to
the tractable case of practical interest involving equal-size
clusters on each RB. Consequently, the following framework
allows for cluster options as seen in RBs #1-3 but not for
RB #4 in Table II. We call this new, additionally constrained,
scheme the Uniform Cluster-Size scheme (UCS).13

Definition 2. Uniform Cluster-Size Scheme (UCS): ALJTS
is a UCS if
(1) µA fraction of RBs is allocated to Band-A, with∑

A µA ≤ 1;
(2) For each Band-A, λAL fraction of RBs is allocated to

size-L clusters for 1 ≤ L ≤ L
(A)
max, with

∑L(A)
max

L=1 λAL ≤
µA;

(3) on any RB in the λAL fraction, the scheduled users are
served by (user-dependent) clusters of the same size L
and these clusters are formed by BSs in B(A);

(4) on any RB in the λAL fraction, each BS does not serve
more than Sj(L) users.

Then LJT designs considered in the rest of the paper
are all Uniform Cluster-Size Schemes. RBs allocated to
serving size-L clusters in Band-A comprise what we call the
Lth subband of Band-A. The NUM problem for the UCS
optimizes activity fractions and subband/band allocations is
given by (5), where the utility function U(·) is a continuously
differentiable, monotonically increasing, and strictly concave
function [48]. Constraint (5b) signifies that the total activity
fractions allocated by BS j in clusters of size L in Band-A
cannot exceed the total available resources λALSj(L). On
the other hand, recalling that each user cannot be served by
multiple clusters on the same RBs, (5c) signifies that the
fraction of RBs over which user k is served by clusters of size
L in Band-A cannot exceed RBs allocated to the clusters of
size L in Band-A, λAL. (5d) ensures that the total resources
allocated to the subbands in Band-A are no more than the

12Convergence to the limiting expressions of interest is very quick [15].
13Unlike UCS, when different size clusters are allowed to operate together,

great care in the scheduling design must be given to avoid overlapping
clusters with different sizes to operate in the same RB. This makes
scheduling very complicated. The considered UCS provides a lower bound
on the performance compared to more general ALJTS, which can serve a
useful benchmark.
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resources allocated to that band. Finally, (5e) signifies the
fact that the summation of resources allocated to different
bands is equal to all available resources.

max
λAL,x

(A)
kC ,µA

∑
k∈U

U


3∑

A=1

∑
C:C⊂B(A),

|C|≤L(A)
max

x
(A)
kC r

(A)
kC

 (5a)

s.t.
∑

C:C⊂B(A),
j∈C,|C|=L

∑
k∈U x

(A)
kC

Sj(L)
≤λAL,∀j∈B(A),∀L≤L(A)

max,∀A,

(5b)∑
C:|C|=L,C⊂B(A)

x
(A)
kC ≤ λAL, ∀k ∈ U ,∀L≤L

(A)
max,∀A, (5c)

L(A)
max∑
L=1

λAL ≤ µA,∀A, (5d)

3∑
A=1

µA ≤ 1, (5e)

x
(A)
kC , λAL, µA ≥ 0, ∀k ∈ U ,∀C,∀L ≤ L(A)

max,∀A. (5f)

Remark 2. The formulation (5) is quite flexible. It can be
applied not only to the scenarios that optimize the resource
allocation among operations, but also to the scenarios where
resources given to each operation are fixed a priori by setting
the corresponding µA values to constants in (5). The cellular
transmission [15] can be recovered as a special case of (5)
by setting A = 1 and Lmax(1) = 1.

Any concave function (e.g., general α-fairness, [49]) can
be applied to the problem formulation (5). The formulated
optimization is convex as long as the utility function is
concave [50]. In this paper, among various concave utility
functions available in the literature, we work with the loga-
rithmic utility which is also known as “proportional fairness”
[14, 15, 33].14 General numerical solvers (e.g., CVX) can be
used. Since CVX is not well-suited for large instances [51],
we alternatively propose an efficient algorithm that can
be applied to large networks in the next section and the
complexity difference between the proposed algorithm and
a general numerical solver is investigated in Appendix C.

V. DUAL SUBGRADIENT BASED ALGORITHM

In this section, we propose an efficient algorithm
based on the dual subgradient method [50]. We let ν(A)

jL

and θ
(A)
kL be the Lagrange multipliers corresponding to

14There are many options for the utility function such as (weighted)
arithmetic mean, geometric mean, max-min fairness. Each option can be
relevant for certain scenario and interest. Both arithmetic mean and max-
min fairness have their shortcomings [39, Chapter 1]. Geometric mean (aka
proportional fairness), promotes a trade-off of user-rates between the other
two utility functions. The “log” function in the utility ensures diminishing
returns for individual users rates as they get higher. This de-motivates the
optimization to give high rates to a few users.

(5b) and (5c), respectively. The dual problem of (5) is
min

ν
(A)
jL ,θ

(A)
kL ≥0

∑
k∈U fk

(
ν
(A)
jL , θ

(A)
kL

)
+ g

(
ν
(A)
jL , θ

(A)
kL

)
, where

fk

(
ν
(A)
jL , θ

(A)
kL

)
= max
x
(A)
kC ≥0

log


3∑

A=1

∑
C:C⊂B(A),

|C|≤L(A)
max

x
(A)
kC r

(A)
kC


−

3∑
A=1

L(A)
max∑
L=1

∑
C:C⊂B(A),
|C|=L

∑
j:j∈C

ν
(A)
jL

Sj(L)
x
(A)
kC

−
3∑

A=1

L(A)
max∑
L=1

θ
(A)
kL

∑
C:C⊂B(A),|C|=L

x
(A)
kC ,

(6)
and
g(ν

(A)
jL , θ

(A)
kL )

= max∑L
(A)
max

L=1 λAL≤µA,∑3
A=1 µA≤1

3∑
A=1

L(A)
max∑
L=1

 ∑
j:j∈B(A)

ν
(A)
jL +

∑
k∈U

θ
(A)
kL

λAL.

(7)
The constraints of (5) satisfy the Slater condition [50], and
thus strong duality holds (i.e., the dual problem and the
original problem (5) have the same optimal value).

A. The Dual Subgradient Method

The optimization problem (6) has the closed-form optimal
solution

x
(A)
kC =


1∑

L:L=|C|

(∑
j:j∈C

ν
(A)
jL

Sj(L)
+θ

(A)
kL

) , if {C, A}={C∗, A∗},

0, otherwise,
(8)

where {C∗, A∗}=arg maxC,A
r
(A)
kC∑

L:L=|C|

(∑
j:j∈C

ν
(A)
jL

Sj(L)
+θ

(A)
kL

) .15

The problem (7) is an LP and one optimal solution is16

λAL =


1, if {A,L} = arg max

A′,L′

∑
j:j∈B(A′)

ν
(A′)
jL′ +

∑
k∈U

θ
(A′)
kL′ ,

0, otherwise,
(9)

µA =

{
1, if there exists a band A with λAL>0,

0, otherwise.
(10)

The tth iteration of the algorithm is as follows.

1) Update the activity fractions by (8).
2) Update resource allocation for different bands and clus-

ters by (9) and (10).
3) Update the Lagrangian multipliers by

ν
(A)
jL (n+ 1) =

[
ν
(A)
jL (n)− δ(n)∆ν(n)

]+
, (11)

15If we have multiple pairs of {C∗, A∗}, we just randomly pick one pair.
16If we have multiple {A,L} pairs that maximize the

∑
j:j∈B(A) ν

(A)
jL +∑

k∈U θ
(A)
kL , we just randomly pick one.
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where ∆ν(n)=

(
λAL(n)−

∑
C:C⊂B(A),
j∈C,|C|=L

∑
k∈U x

(A)
kC (n)

Sj(L)

)
,

and
θ
(A)
kL (n+ 1) = θ

(A)
kL (n)− δ(n)∆θ(n), (12)

where ∆θ(n) =
(
λAL(n)−

∑
C:C⊂B(A),|C|=L x

(A)
kC

)
,

[z]+ = max{z, 0} and δ(n) is the stepsize at the nth

iteration.
By adding redundant constraints x(A)

kC ≤1 and choosing an
appropriate stepsize (e.g, a diminishing stepsize δ(n)= a

n+b ,
where a and b are some positive scalars), the subgradients
can be bounded. Leveraging Prop. 6.3.4. in [50], we can
show the convergence of the dual subgradient algorithm. For
simplicity, we give the above key steps without introducing
the redundant constraints. Detailed steps can be found in [52].

B. Finding the Optimal Primal Solutions

Note that the objective function of (5) is not strictly convex
and we may have multiple optimal solutions. In this case,
given the optimal dual variables, it is generally difficult
to find the optimal primal solutions that satisfy the KKT
conditions. However, by exploring the structure of (5) as
follows, we propose to obtain the optimal primal solutions
by solving a small-size LP.

The optimal long-term rate R∗k =∑3
A=1

∑
C:C⊂B(A) x

∗(A)
kC r

(A)
kC in (5) is unique, since the

function log(Rk) is strictly concave with respect to Rk.
KKT conditions of problem (5) imply

Rk ≥
r
(A)
kC∑

j:j∈C ν
(A)
j|C|/Sj(|C|) + θ

(A)
k|C|

. (13)

Thus, given the optimal dual variables, the
unique optimal rate can be easily obtained by

R∗k = maxC,A

{
r
(A)
kC∑

j:j∈C ν
(A)

j|C|/Sj(|C|)+θ
(A)

k|C|

}
. We observe

from (13) that in the optimal solutions, each user only has
positive activity fractions x

(A)
kC to clusters providing the

maximum term of the right-hand side of (13). Based on
this conclusion, we propose the following LP, whose size
is reduced by only focusing on the positive x

(A)
kC obtained

from (13).
max
η,x,λ

η

s.t. η ≤
3∑

A=1

∑
C⊂B(A)

x
(A)
kC r

(A)
kC

R∗k
, ∀k ∈ U ,

(5b)− (5f).

(14)

Proposition 1. Given that R∗k is the exact optimal rate of
(5), the solution of (14) is the same as the optimal solution
of problem (5).

Proof. Similar techniques in the proof of Lemma 1 in [15]
can be used to complete this proof.

Prop. 1 implies that we can obtain the solutions of (5)
given the optimal dual variables. Though we can show the
convergence of the dual subgradient algorithm by adding
redundant constraints, there may exist a small gap between
the obtained dual variables and the optimal ones, due to the

numerical precision or the limit on the number of iterations.
Exploiting the well-behaved structure of (14), i.e., finite
coefficients and a bounded feasible set [15], it is expected that
the solution of (14) is near optimal in the presence of a small
gap between the obtained dual variables and the optimal ones.

Empirical evidence reveals that in a heavily loaded
network, where constraints (5c) are inactive (i.e.,∑
C:|C|=L,
C⊂B(A)

x
(A)
kC < λAL), most users are uniquely served

by one cluster on each subband. Insight regarding this
observation can be obtained by examining KKT conditions
of (5) as follows.

Proposition 2. For a given Band-A and a cluster size L, if
(5c) are inactive ∀k ∈ U , the number of users that are served
by multiple BS clusters on RBs allocated to Lth subband of
Band-A is at most N (A)

CL −1, where N (A)
CL is the number of

clusters in the Lth subband of Band-A.

Proof. See Appendix B.

Prop. 2 implies that the optimal user associations in each
subband are mostly unique. We call the users served by more
than one cluster on any subband as “fractional users”. Note
that Prop. 2 provides an upper bound (i.e., N (A)

CL ) on the
number of fractional users, while simulations show a much
smaller number of fractional users (less than 3.5%K in Sec.
VII). Recall that the dual subgradient algorithm determines
the set of positive x(A)

kC of users to their cluster-band pairs
{C∗, A∗}, while the rest of activity fractions are zero. Thus,
unknown activity fractions that needs to be solved via (14) are
only the positive activity fractions. Based on Prop. 2, most
users (with unique association) have at most one positive
activity fraction on any subband. Thus, the size of (14) is
significantly reduced, implying the efficiency of the proposed
algorithm. Further details on the algorithm complexity can be
found in Appendix C.

In summary, Proposition 1 has revealed the optimality of
the specific method proposed in Sec. V-B to obtain the primal
variables given the dual variables. Furthermore, the analysis
of the number of iterations required for convergence of the
proposed algorithm and its complexity reveal the efficiency
of the proposed algorithm with respect to its application
to large network instances. Unlike the cellular case [15], it
is not a priori known whether the NUM solution can be
implemented via any scheduler or not. The implementation
of NUM solutions is discussed below.

VI. SCHEDULING

In this section, we develop scheduling policies that
yield activity fractions closely matching the NUM solution.
Scheduling is done independently and in parallel for each
band. As seen in Fig. 2, a scheduler at a central controller
can collect the needed scheduling information and schedule
the users according to the proposed scheduling scheme
independently for each band (i.e., for each operation option).
Considering a scheduling policy for Band-A and letting L(t)
be the cluster size in RB t, we define the feasible scheduling
policy as follows.
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Definition 3. Feasible Schedule: A scheduling policy{
UC(t); ,∀C ⊂ B(A), |C| ≤ L(A)

max,∀t in Band-A
}

is feasible
with respect to the UCS based on Defn. 2, if it satisfies the
following:

(i) For each t, the policy assigns RB t to clusters with
C ⊂ B(A) and |C|= L(t) in Band-A; that is, for each
cluster C with UC(t) being non-empty, we have C⊂B(A)

and |C|=L(t).
(ii) For each t, each user is served by at most one cluster;

that is, |
∑
C⊂B 1{k ∈ U

(A)
C (t)}| ≤ 1.

(iii) For each t in Band-A and for each BS j ∈
B(A), BS j serves at most Sj(L(t)) users; that is,∣∣∪C:j∈C,C⊂B(A)UC(t)

∣∣ ≤ Sj(L(t)).

A. The Feasibility of the NUM Solution in Implementation

It is easy to verify that
{
x
(A)
kC

}
yielded by any feasible

schedules defined by Defn. 3 satisfy (5b)-(5f). In fact, when
L
(A)
max = 1 (i.e., cellular cases), there exists at least one

feasible schedule that can provide long-term activity fractions
approaching the solution of (5) [15]. However in the general
case Lmax > 1 this is not necessarily true. For instance,
for networks with cluster combinations {j1, j2}, {j1, j3} and
{j2, j3}, where j1, j2 and j3 are BS indexes, there exist{
x
(A)
kC

}
satisfying (5b)–(5f), for which no feasible schedule

of Defn. 3 exists.

Theorem 1. In the UCSs with L
(A)
max > 1 in some Band-A

and with the type of cluster combinations {j1, j2}, {j1, j3}
and {j2, j3}, where j1, j2 and j3 are BSs in B(A), there
exist some activity fractions satisfying (5b)-(5f) that cannot
be implemented by any feasible schedule in Defn. 3.

Proof. See Appendix A.

Hence, the coarser time-scale NUM problem (5) does not
capture the finer time-scale constraints associated with fea-
sible schedulers. Although, in general, (5) provides an upper
bound on the network performance, as we show next, using
activity fractions that are the solution to (5), we can design
scheduling policies, whose performance is close to the utility
provided by the solution to (5).

B. Virtual Queue Based Scheduling Scheme
We next present scheduling policies for the UCS architec-

ture comprised of
∑3
A=1 Lmax(A) parallel schedulers, one

per each subband. We describe a method for scheduling users
over the RBs from the λAL > 0 fraction of RBs dedicated
to clusters of size L in band-A.

Given the limited number of fractional users per cluster
size L, the scheduler approximates the optimal {x(A)

kC } by
unique association activity fractions, {x̃(A)

kC }, given by

x̃
(A)
kC =

{
x
(A)
kC if C = C∗(k)

0 otherwise
, (15)

with C∗(k) = arg maxC: |C|=L,C⊂B(A) x
(A)
kC . Letting U (A)

C
denote the users for which x̃(A)

kC > 0, we have U (A)
C ∩U

(A)
C′ =∅

for all C 6= C′ with |C| = |C′|. We also let U (AL) =

∪C: |C|=L U
(A)
C denote the set of users that receive non-zero

activity fractions from clusters of size L in Band-A. In the
rest of this section, we focus on clusters C satisifying |C|=L
and C∈B(A), unless otherwise specified.

To assign user k a fraction of RBs close to the desired frac-
tion in the Lth subband of Band-A, i.e., αk= x̃

(A)
kC∗(k)/λAL,

we consider a max-min scheduling policy based on virtual
queues (VQ), which assumes user k receives rate R̃k = 1

αk
when user k is scheduled for transmission by cluster C∗(k)

(i.e., k∈U (A)
C∗(k)(t)). The cluster-size L scheduler performs at

each t a weighted sum rate maximization of the form [53]:

max
Ũ⊆U(AL)

∑
k∈Ũ

Qk(t)R̃k, (16a)

s.t.
∑
k∈Ũ

1{j ∈ C∗(k)} ≤ Sj(L), ∀j ∈ B, (16b)

where the weight of user k at time t, Qk(t), is the VQ length
of user k at time t. For max-min fairness [53], Qk(t) is
updated by Qk(t+1)=max{0, Qk(t)−R̃k(t)}+Ak(t), where

R̃k(t) =

{
R̃k if user k is scheduled at time t
0 otherwise

, (16c)

Ak(t) =

{
Amax if V >

∑
kQk(t)

0 otherwise
, (16d)

with Amax and V chosen sufficiently large [53]. Note that in
the absence of constraints (16b), the max-min scheduler (16)
schedules user k the desired fraction of RBs, αk.

Scheduling via (16) is impractical, as it amounts to solving
for each RB t an integer linear program (16). A number of
heuristic algorithms can be used to provide feasible (though
generally suboptimal) solutions to (16). In this paper, we con-
sider a rudimentary greedy algorithm. Letting KAL= |U (AL)|
be the total number of users to be served by clusters of size
L, the greedy algorithm for size-L clusters at time t operates
as follows:
1. Determine a user order π(k), where Qπ(k)(t)R̃π(k) ≥
Qπ(k+1)(t)R̃π(k+1) for all k ∈ U (AL).

2. Initialization: k = 1, and Ũ = ∅.
3. If the user set Ũ ∪ {π(k)} satisfies all the constraints in

(16b), set Ũ = Ũ ∪ {π(k)}.
4. If k < KAL, set k = k + 1 and go to step 3.
5. Output Ũ as the scheduling user set for size-L clusters in

Band-A at time t.

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we present a simulation-based evaluation
based on the “wrap-around” layout in Fig. 3.17 There are
4 macros with Mj = 100 and Sj(|C|) = max{10ρ|C|, 10},
and 32 small cell BSs with Mj = 40 and Sj(|C|) =
max{4ρ|C|, 4}, where ρ is a tunable parameter in [0, 1].
There is 1 small cell BS at the center of each white square,
while 3 small cell BSs being dropped uniformly within each

17We also provided the simulation results with the network deployment
including more hexagonal modeled macrocells and non-uniformly distributed
users (based on 3GPP layout in TR 36.872) in [52], where observations
similar to the ones provided in the remaining of this section can be drawn.
We assume full-buffer traffic model, while the study of more general traffic
models are left for future work.
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shaded square (hotspot). Also, 15 and 90 single-antenna users
are dropped uniformly in each white and shaded square, re-
spectively. The macro and small cell BS transmit powers are
46dBm and 35dBm, respectively. The path-loss for macro-
user links and small cell BS-user links are 128.1+37.6 log10 d
and 140.7+36.7 log10 d, respectively, with the distance d in
km. The noise power spectral density is −174 dBm/Hz.

We consider three distinct macro-small cell resource shar-
ing scenarios: (i) the shared scenario with macros and small
cell BSs transmitting on the same RBs – operations with
A = 1; (ii) the orthogonal scenario with macros and small
cell BSs transmitting on different bands – operations with
A ∈ {2, 3}, where we provide macros (Band-2) 20% RBs
as an illustrative example; (iii) RB blanking with macros
muted on certain RBs – operations with A ∈ {1, 3}. Note
that, although we can jointly optimize the resource partition
(i.e., µA ) among different bands and user activity fractions
(i.e., x(A)

kC ) using (5) in the orthogonal scenario, we fix µA
due to the following reasons. The resource partition among
macro and small cells is most likely static (or semi-static) in
practice. Moreover, the macro and small cells may operate
on different frequency bands (e.g., the macro and small cells
may transmit on lower-frequency bands and higher-frequency
bands, respectively), where µA then depends on the available
resources on each band and thus is not a variable to optimize.
As for the selection of the fixed values for µA, we set
µ2 = 0.2 and µ3 = 0.8 as an illustrative example.18

We make comparisons between the conventional approach
(i.e., max-SINR), the approach of [15] and the proposed
UCS of this work. Both max-SINR and [15] are cellular
approaches. In fact, the formulation of [15] is equivalent to
UCS in scenario (i) with Lmax(1) = 1.
L
(A)
max depends on the band: For our simulations, we

consider L(1)
max ∈ {1, 4} and L

(3)
max ∈ {1, 4}. For Band-2,

only cellular transmission from macro BSs are allowed, and
hence L(2)

max =1. The number of all possible clusters of size
greater than 4 is too large for any practical purpose. Besides,
not all subsets of BSs are good candidates for being clusters.
We determine the set of potential BSs from the perspective
of users: we let each user pick the strongest 8 BSs providing
the largest signal strength to that user19, and the potential
BS clusters that can serve the user only include BSs among
these 8 BSs.

There is a one-to-one mapping between the log util-

ity and the geometric mean of rates as
(∏K

k=1Rk

) 1
K

=

exp
(

1
K

∑K
k=1 logRk

)
, thus we use geometric mean of rates

as the metric for performance evaluation.
Fig. 4(a) show the geometric mean of rates in scenarios

(i) and (ii). The optimal solution to (5), hereby denoted as
UCS-NUM, is obtained by CVX (the proposed dual subgra-
dient algorithm is not shown in the figure as it is another

18The performance versus different values of µA is provided in [52]. A
key observation is that the gain from load balancing and JT decreases as
resources allocated to small cell layer decrease.

19We pick the strongest 8 BSs, since the performance of picking the
strongest 9 BSs is almost the same as the 8-BS case, while the utility of
picking the strongest 7 BSs is less than the 8-BS case.
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Fig. 3. The illustration of network deployment. The white grids are the
regular areas, while the shadowed grids are hotspots.

implementation providing the same performance).20 It can
be seen that when the solution to (5) is approximated by
(15) with unique association, the utility loss is insignificant
thanks to a very few number of fractional users (as shown
in Prop. 2). Moreover, the proposed greedy VQ scheduling
scheme provides performance close to the NUM solution,
and in particular within 90% of the utility provided by the
NUM solution in both scenarios (i) and (ii). Note that in
cellular transmission, the NUM solution is feasible via some
scheduler, and thus VQ based scheduling is unnecessary
[15]. We can observe that the UCS significantly improves
the geometric mean of rates versus the optimal cellular
performance and the max-SINR association (about 1.6× in
the shared scenario and 1.35× in the orthogonal scenario
versus the optimal cellular result).

In Fig. 4(b), we compare the performance of scenarios (i)
and (iii). We can observe that RB blanking further improves
the network utility.

Observation of Fig. 5 yields similar conclusions. Indeed
Fig. 5 shows the rate cumulative distribution function (CDF)
with different approaches. We illustrate the results of the
shared and RB blanking scenarios in the same figure, as RB
blanking is essentially motivated from the shared scenario
to manage the interference from macros to small cell users.
The rate of bottom (the 10th percentile) users using UCS in
scenario (i) is about 2.2× of the optimal cellular solution of
[15]. The gain is even larger in scenario (ii).

The number of users served by different clusters with
UCS is illustrated in Fig. 6. In the shared scenario with
max-SINR association, most users connect to macro BSs,
since macro BSs have much larger transmit power than small
cell BSs. By load balancing, many users are offloaded to
small BSs in the optimal cellular solution. In our proposed
framework, all users are served by BS clusters with multiple
BSs, which implies the potential gain using UCS. In the
orthogonal scenario, there is no cross-tier interference and
more users may get larger SINR from small BSs than macro
BSs, hence more users connect to small cell BSs in the max-

20[52] also shows the optimality of dual subgradient based algorithm
performance.
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Fig. 4. The geometric mean of rates using different approaches (ρ=1): (a)
The UCS with VQ based scheduling scheme provides a large performance
gain (about 1.6× and 1.35× in the shared and orthogonal scenarios,
respectively) versus the optimal cellular result. (b) RB blanking further
improves the network performance.

SINR association compared to the shared scenario. Due to the
limited resources (20% RBs) available in macro BSs, more
users are offloaded to small BSs using the load balancing
approach in orthogonal cellular transmission. For scenario
(i), the percentage of fractional users is about 3.3% using
UCS, and 1.2% in the case with optimal cellular. In the
RB blanking scenario, the percentage of fractional users
in the case using LJT with RB blanking (scenario (iii)) is
about 2.5%, while the percentage of fractional users adopting
cellular transmission with blanking is less than 1%. Thus, we
can conclude that the number of fractional users in all cases
is very small, which validates our analysis.

In Fig. 7(a), we show the geometric mean of rates versus
different ρ. We observe that the performance gain using UCS
decreases as ρ decreases, since the number of users that can
be served by clusters decreases. This implies that the gain
from UCS increases as more UL pilot resources are available
in the system. With limited UL pilot resources, the gain from
UCS would be quite small.

Fig. 7(b) illustrates the resource allocation for clusters
of different sizes versus ρ in the RB blanking scenario.
The macro BSs are off for about 65% RBs in cellular
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Fig. 5. The long-term rate CDF using different approaches (ρ=1). The rate
of bottom (10th percentile) users using UCS is about 2.2× of the cellular
transmission case with optimal user association but without interference
management.

transmission. In scenario (iii), as ρ decreases, the clusters
serve less users, and more resources are allocated to the
clusters of smaller sizes. When ρ = 0.25, all resources are
allocated to single-BS clusters in normal RBs, and most of
the resources are allocated to single-BS clusters in blank RBs.
This again suggests that when the available pilot resources
are strictly constrained, the gain from LJT would be limited.

Next, we provide similar simulation results for a network
topology complaint with 3GPP HetNet scenario [7] as shown
in Fig. 8. In particular, we have a cellular layout with 7
macro-cell BSs and 3 hotspots per macrocell. Within each
hotspot region there are 4 randomly dropped small cell BSs.
120 UEs are uniformly dropped in each hotspot region while
60 more UEs are dropped randomly in the whole coverage
area of each macro cell. The macro/small cell powers and
the pathloss models used in this experiment are identical to
those used in the previous layout. Fig. 9(a) compares the
geometric mean of various methods and Fig. 9(b) compares
the user rate CDFs. An increase of 83% can be observed for
the cell-edge users at the 10th percentile compared to the
cellular case with optimal load balancing.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigate the joint optimization problem
of user association and interference management in the
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Fig. 6. The number of users served by different clusters (ρ = 1). Most
users have unique association. The “Cluster UEs” refer to the users served
by clusters of size larger than 1.

massive MIMO HetNets. We consider both LJT and RB
blanking approaches for interference management. We first
provide the instantaneous rate from BS clusters by exploiting
massive MIMO properties, namely the rate hardening and the
independence of peak rate from the user scheduling. We then
formulate a convex NUM problem to obtain the optimal user-
specific BS clusters and the corresponding resource alloca-
tion. The unified formulation can be applied to both LJT and
blanking approaches, as well as the case where macro and
small BSs use orthogonal resources. We further propose an
efficient dual subgradient based algorithm, which is shown
to converge towards the NUM solution. We show that the
NUM solution with LJT may not be implementable by a
feasible scheduler, and thus it provides an upper bound on
the performance. Showing that most users connect to at most
one cluster per RB in heavily loaded networks, we propose
to approximate the NUM solution to a unique association,
given which we propose a VQ based scheduling scheme to
provide approximate but implementable results. Simulations
show that the proposed scheduling scheme yields results that
closely match the NUM solution. Investigations involving
more dynamic settings (e.g., users with high mobility) and the
impact of different factors (such as imperfect CSI acquisition,
number of users simultaneously served by BSs in different
cluster sizes) on the overall system performance are all
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Fig. 8. Illustration of the 3GPP layout
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Fig. 9. Performance results for 3GPP layout with ρ = 1.

subjects of future work. It is also of interest to theoretically
bound the gap between the NUM solution and the results of
proposed VQ based scheduling scheme.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1

We adopt similar techniques in the proof of Theorem 1
in [15]. Once the statement for one cluster size in one band
is proven, the conclusion can be easily extended to general
ATSs with various cluster sizes and multiple bands. Thus,
we focus on clusters of size L in Band-A (i.e., subband L
in Band-A). We ignore the index A for simplicity. All the
clusters considered below satisfy C⊂B(A) and |C|=L.

The set of feasible scheduling instants is denoted by F ,
which includes vectors e with element ekC ∈ {0, 1}, where
ekC = 1 if user k connects to C and ekC = 0 otherwise.
According to Defn. 3, e is consisted of {ekC} satisfying
that user k connects to at most one cluster and BS j serves
at most Sj(L) distinct users. By time sharing among the
feasible scheduling instants in F , any fractional association
in the convex hull of F can be achieved in the long term.
We denote the convex hull of F by X ′ = conv(F) and the

set of activity fractions associated to clusters in A satisfying
constraints in (5) by X , i.e.,

X =

xkC :
∑
C:j∈C

∑
k∈U

xkC
Sj(L)

≤ 1,
∑
C
xkC ≤ 1,

xkC ≥ 0,∀k ∈ U ,∀j ∈ B(A) and ∀C ⊂ B(A)
}
.

It is easy to show that any feasible scheduling instants in F
satisfies the constraints (5b)-(5f), and thus F ⊆ X . Note that
X is convex. Thus, we have X ′ = conv(F) ⊆ X .

As for the opposite direction (i.e., X 6⊆ X ′), we first define
the totally unimodular (TU) matrix: every square submatrix
of a TU matrix has determinant +1,−1 or 0. The Hoffman &
Kruskal’s (1956) Theorem claims that a matrix B is TU if and
only if for each integral vector b, the extreme points of the
polyhedron {z : Bz≤ b, z≥ 0} are integral [54]. Denoting
by N (A)

CL the number of size-L clusters in Band-A, we let x=
[xT1 ,x

T
2 , · · · ,xTK ]T with xk = [xkC1 , xkC1 , · · · , xkC

N
(A)
CL

]T ,

and b=[S1(L), · · · , SJ(L), 1, · · · , 1]
T with size (J+K)×1.

We let B = [ CD ], where the size of matrices C and D are
J×(KN

(A)
CL ) and K×(KN

(A)
CL ), respectively. The element

in jth row and
(

(k−1)N
(A)
CL +i

)
th column of matrix B is

1 ∀k ∈ U if j ∈ Ci, and 0 otherwise. The matrix C has
all elements being 1. Recall that we consider large networks
including the following type of cluster combination: {j1, j2},
{j1, j3} and {j2, j3} if L(A)

max > 1, where j1, j2 and j3 are
BS indexes. Then, B with L

(A)
max > 1 always includes the

submatrix
[
1 1 0
1 0 1
0 1 1

]
whose determinant is -2, and thus B is not

TU. According to the Hoffman & Kruskal’s (1956) Theorem,
there are some non-integer extreme points v∈X that cannot
be characterized by a convex combination of any elements
in F . Thus, we have v 6∈conv(F)=X ′ and X 6⊆X ′.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2

We use the techniques similar to the proof of Prop. 3 in
[30], where a graph is used to represent the association and
KKT conditions (13) are used to restrict the graph structure.
For a given cluster size L in Band-A, we denote the graph
by G1, where nodes represent users, and edge represents the
BS cluster that serves the two nodes (users). Each node has
an ID indicating the user index, while each edge has a color
that identifies the BS cluster.

Recalling that constraints (5c) are inactive, we have
θ
(A)
kL = 0, ∀k ∈ U . If there are two users k and m be-

ing served by size-L clusters C1 and C2 in Band-A (i.e.,
x
(A)
kC1 > 0, x(A)

kC2 > 0, x(A)
mC1 > 0, x(A)

mC2 > 0), we have

Rk =
r
(A)
kC1∑

j:j∈C1
ν
(A)
jL /Sj(L)

=
r
(A)
kC2∑

j:j∈C2
ν
(A)
jL /Sj(L)

and Rm =

r
(A)
mC1∑

j:j∈C1
ν
(A)
jL /Sj(L)

=
r
(A)
mC2∑

j:j∈C2
ν
(A)
jL /Sj(L)

from KKT condition

(13), where Rk =
∑3
A′=1

∑
C′⊂B(A′) x

(A′)
kC′ r

(A′)
kC′ . Thus, we

have
r
(A)
kC1

r
(A)
kC2

=
r
(A)
mC1

r
(A)
mC2

, (17)
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which is true with probability 0. Therefore, it is almost sure
that any two users can share at most one same cluster of size
L in Band-A. Similarly, we consider an example of three
users k,m, i and clusters C1, C2, C3. User k is associated to
C1 and C2, user m is associated to C1 and C3, and user i
is associated to C2 and C3. We consider the following three
cases:
1) Clusters C1, C2 and C3 are different: we have

r
(A)
kC1

r
(A)
kC2

=∑
j:j∈C1

ν
(A)
jL /Sj(L)∑

j:j∈C3
ν
(A)
jL /Sj(L)

∑
j∈C3

ν
(A)
jL /Sj(L)∑

j∈C2
ν
(A)
jL /Sj(L)

=
r
(A)
mC1

r
(A)
mC3

r
(A)
iC3

r
(A)
iC2

, which is

true with probability 0.
2) C1 = C2 6= C3: users m and i are served by both C1 and
C3, which is true with probability 0 from (17).
3) C1 = C2 = C3: users k, m and i are served by the same
cluster, which is possible. In this case, the graph becomes a
complete graph.

Therefore, the graph G1 with three users either contains
a loop with the same color edges or no loop. We can get a
similar result for graph G1 with more than three users, where
any subgraph formed by users served by the same BS cluster
is a complete graph. Thus, we generate a new graph, G2,
where node represents a cluster. Hence, G2 has N (A)

CL nodes.
There is an edge between two nodes in G2, if they have a
common vertex in G1 (i.e., there is at least one user served
by both these two clusters). Thus, the number of users who
are served by more than one cluster is limited by the edge of
G2. Any loop in G2 corresponds to a loop with more than
one edge color in G1. Since there are no such colorful loops
in G1, there is no loop in G2. In other words, G2 is a tree.
Thus, the maximal number of edges in G2 (i.e., the maximal
number of fractional users) is one less than the number of
nodes (i.e., N (A)

CL −1).

APPENDIX C
IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES OF THE DUAL-SUBGRADIENT

ALGORITHM

We let Lmax = maxA L
(A)
max, NCm = maxL,AN

(A)
CL and

NA be the number of operations. To solve (5) directly by
CVX [51], we have the problem of size O(NCmNALmaxK),
which is dominated by the size of variables x(A)

kC . On the
other hand, as discussed below, the proposed algorithm has
lower complexity. Let La be the maximal number of active
cluster sizes over all bands (i.e., maxA |{L : λAL>0}|). The
size of the LP (14) is O(NCmNALa min{NCm− 1,K}+
NALa max{0,K − J + 1}), where the first term signifies
the size of positive x(A)

kC for fractional users and the second
term signifies the size of positive x(A)

kC for users with unique
association. It is easy to check that the size of (14) is smaller
than the size of (5). As shown in Sec. VII, the number of
fractional users is very small (less than 3.5%K), and thus
the size of (14) is much smaller (less than 3.5%) than (5).
Moreover, the size of (14) can be further reduced when
La/Lmax is small (e.g., only 2 active cluster sizes among
4 possible sizes in Sec. VII ). The fast convergence in the
first part (i.e., steps (8)-(11)) of the algorithm (less than 60
iterations in our simulation) along with the low complexity

per iteration, and the reduced size of (14) makes that the
proposed algorithm can be more efficient than CVX for larger
networks.
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